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No matter what you shoot, we’ll make you  

a better shooter. Guaranteed. 

From executive protectioN to active shooter response, from close quarters 

combat and basic marksmanship to long range sniper training, the SiG SAuer AcademySm 

has provided the highest quality firearms and tactics training available anywhere  

in the united States for more than two decades. Located on over 140 acres in 

epping, NH — only an hour from Boston, mA — our facility features state-of-the-art 

indoor and outdoor ranges, tactical training areas, urban environments, a shoot 

house, a maritime training area, and a force-on-force village. the SiG SAuer Academy 

offers a comprehensive arsenal of more than 60 courses for the armed professional 

and responsible citizen. Whatever your firearms training needs, wherever you need 

training, and whatever you choose to shoot, we have a solution that will exceed your 

expectations and make you a better shooter, guaranteed.

s i g s a u e r a c a d e m y. c o m

IntroduCtIon



s i g s a u e r a c a d e m y. c o m

shootIng development

From tHe FirSt-time SHooter to the range veteran, our progressive shooting 

development courses offer a logical shooting evolution designed to build a complete 

shooter. pistol, rifle, and shotgun courses are taught in basic, intermediate, and advanced 

levels that follow a simple and easily reproducible experience utilizing best practices. 

Breaking from traditional firearms training concepts, the SiG SAuer AcademySm uses a unique, 

simplified method of adult learning behavior to achieve near instant positive results. 
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IntermedIate handgun skIlls, 
IntroduCtIon to defensIve shootIng 103 
(1 Day)   
This intensive one-day class bridges the gap between 

entry level foundational handgun skills and the world of 

defensive shooting. By introducing tactical communication 

steps, situational awareness methods, mindset, and threat 

identification, combined with realistic common sense based 

shooting drills, this course indoctrinates shooters to the art of 

defensive handgun shooting.

defensIve handgun 104 
(1 Day)   
This is a fast-paced course with one common objective: 

surviving a deadly force encounter armed with a handgun. 

After a brief assessment, instructors will run the student 

through the gauntlet of defensive handgun drills designed to 

increase time on target and performance. This is not an entry 

level course; students are expected to have already mastered 

basic handgun skills, safety, and foundational shooting drills. 

rIfle/CarbIne orIentatIon 101 
(1 Day)
Geared towards the popular modern semi-automatic rifle or 

carbine, this entry level course guides the new owner or new 

shooter interested in this type of firearm through the basics of 

safety, handling, loading, unloading, firing, and maintenance. 

Through classroom and range instruction, students will gain 

necessary skills in a relaxed and supportive environment. 

rIfle/CarbIne orIentatIon 102 
(1 Day)   
This course is a perfect rifle tune-up prior to taking more 

advanced courses or to simply get back to the basics of 

foundational semi-automatic rifle training. After zeroing the 

rifle, shooters are guided through rifle manipulation drills  

and range time designed to increase comfort level and  

develop a solid skill base with the modern long gun. 
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handgun orIentatIon 101 
(1 Day)
New gun owners seeking familiarity and comfort, as well as 

those wanting to try something different and learn a new 

skill, will find this course to be the perfect foundation. This 

comprehensive course provides hands-on training and the 

basic knowledge necessary to safely handle, load, fire and 

maintain most types of revolvers and semi-automatic pistols. 

Classroom and range time offer ample opportunity to  

achieve the skills for success in a casual, stress-free 

environment. This course may also meet and/or exceed the 

training requirements of many states and localities to apply 

for concealed carry permits. Check with your local issuing 

agency for more details.

basIC praCtICal handgun skIlls 102 
(1 Day)   
Once students have received foundational handgun training 

and know how to safely handle a handgun, it’s time to learn 

how to shoot. Utilizing the SIG (Simple Is Good) principles 

of handgun training, this course takes students through 

the efficient and safe use of a handgun. Working from the 

holster, performing reloads, clearing stoppages, and correctly 

manipulating a trigger to maximize accuracy are all thoroughly 

taught in a relaxed, hands-on environment. 

Prerequisite Recommended Restricted to Armed Professionals 



s i g s a u e r a c a d e m y. c o m

shootIng development

4

defensIve rIfle 
(2 Days)   
In this two-day course, students learn how to use the  

semi-automatic rifle or carbine for self-defense. All aspects 

of defensive rifle shooting from near to far are addressed. 

Students gain the skills to deploy the rifle in an array of practical 

defensive shooting scenarios as well as the knowledge 

required to select a defensive rifle and support equipment.

advanCed defensIve rIfle 
(2 Days)   
This intensive skill development course features dynamic 

reality-based drills and live fire scenarios led by seasoned 

veteran instructors with one-on-one assessments and 

corrective action as needed. Designed to transition the 

student from static live fire and basic movement to advanced 

defensive tactics using the modern rifle, this course pushes 

students to the highest levels. Each student will leave with the 

knowledge, skills, and ability to survive and prevail in a deadly 

force encounter.

shotgun orIentatIon 101
(1 Day) 
The shotgun’s effectiveness in sport and personal protection 

remains unparalleled when properly used. This course 

introduces the new shotgun owner, or anyone interested 

in learning about the modern shotgun, to the ins and outs 

of proper ammunition selection, safety, handling, loading, 

unloading, firing, and maintenance. Course material is 

presented in a casual and relaxed environment with sufficient 

classroom and range instruction for each student to achieve a 

solid level of comfort. The course covers both semi-automatic 

and pump-action shotguns. 

shotgun 102 
(1 Day)   
This intermediate course follows up on basic skills by adding 

manipulation and handling techniques unique to the shotgun. 

Experienced instructors guide each student through various 

range exercises and shooting drills designed to improve target 

performance and increase comfort levels. For those looking to 

use the shotgun for home defense, sport or hunting, this is a 

great practical step to master the shotgun’s performance.

defensIve shotgun 
(2 Days)   
Defensive use of the pump-action or semi-automatic shotgun 

requires a thorough understanding and appreciation of its 

capabilities, handling characteristics, and limits. In this intensive 

course, students become familiar with proper shotgun 

manipulation in real world defensive situations. Instructors 

provide a complete understanding of the limits of the shotgun’s 

range based on types of ammunition used, guiding students 

through malfunction clearing and live fire drills.

knowledge, skills, and ability to survive and prevail in a deadly knowledge, skills, and ability to survive and prevail in a deadly 

force encounter.force encounter.

[  c o n t i n u e d  ]

Prerequisite Recommended Restricted to Armed Professionals 
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skIll buIlder CarbIne/rIfle 
(1 Day)   
Designed to test and improve the skills of the modern 

semi-automatic rifle/carbine user, this course focuses on 

range exercises to develop rifle handling, manipulation, 

marksmanship, and maintenance. No lectures, no sitting 

around, just drill after drill with experienced instructors 

offering coaching and guidance. 

skIll buIlder pIstol 
(1 Day)   
A full day of pistol shooting drills led by seasoned and 

knowledgeable Academy instructors will significantly sharpen 

student gun handling, speed, and accuracy. At our state-

of-the-art facility, students don’t just practice, they practice 

correctly. This is the ideal diagnostic and improvement course 

for the intermediate and advanced level shooter. 

skIll buIlder pIstol 
(1/2 Day)   
Short on time? No problem. This evening course covers all of 

the skill building range exercises in a more condensed format. 

Our instructors challenge students to reach their highest 

potential, focusing on proper technique and form, in order 

to improve speed and accuracy. This course offers the ideal 

routine tune-up for self-defense or competition as well as a 

refresher before taking more advanced courses.

polICe pIstol 
(1 Day)   
Designed to help law enforcement officers improve their pistol 

handling skills and qualification scores, this all range time, no 

frills course offers intensive hands-on training and pistol drills 

to maximize accuracy, speed, and performance. 

polICe rIfle  
(1 Day)   
This police patrol rifle qualification practice and improvement 

course increases officers’ comfort and familiarity with 

their rifles while sharpening fundamental handling skills 

and accuracy for maximum speed and performance. The 

Academy’s world-class instructors guide students through a 

series of all range, no classroom drills.

4

oFteN reFerreD to as the “best kept secret at the SiG SAuer AcademySm”, skill 

enhancement seminars are “straight to the range” courses with no classroom time and one 

simple goal: to improve shooting skills. these limited class size courses can be customized 

to meet individual needs and skill level development goals while providing one-on-one 

instruction. each course is filled with a mix of challenging and entertaining live fire drills. 

come rested, leave tired, and be prepared to shoot a lot. 

s i g s a u e r a c a d e m y. c o m

skIll enhanCement

to maximize accuracy, speed, and performance. to maximize accuracy, speed, and performance. and accuracy for maximum speed and performance. The 

Academy’s world-class instructors guide students through a 

series of all range, no classroom drills.

4
Prerequisite Recommended Restricted to Armed Professionals 
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low lIght pIstol operator 
(1 Day)   
The bad guys have the luxury of choosing when and where 

they will attack, and more often than not, such encounters 

occur in low light environments. Whether dealing with 

domestic, building, or outdoor scenarios, this course covers 

the essentials of light equipment selection, weapon-mounted 

or hand-held light sources, and techniques for effective 

search, navigation, target identification, and engagement of 

potential threats.

ConCealed Carry pIstol 
(2 Days)   
Concealed carry for the purpose of self-defense has never 

been more popular, but it carries specific training challenges. 

This course offers detailed instruction on defensive handgun 

handling skills, situational awareness and avoidance, methods 

of concealment, presenting a handgun from concealment, use 

of cover, engaging multiple assailants, and legal considerations 

on the defensive use of deadly force. 

bullets and bandages 
(3 Days)   
This course teaches students how to keep themselves 

and their team members alive and fighting in critical injury 

situations. Students will master basic lifesaving emergency 

medical skills using equipment available under field 

conditions. Training scenarios presented also include basic 

weapon manipulation and live fire, while simulating high 

risk situations. Other topics covered include suppressive fire 

techniques, evasive action, and preparing wounded team 

members for evacuation and advanced medical care. 

bullets and vehICles 
(1 Day)    
Cars have never been so exciting! The SIG SAUER AcademySm 

offers one of the only live fire vehicle courses publicly 

available. With so much of our time spent traveling, mastering 

vehicle combat is essential. This course covers the dynamics 

of shooting from inside a vehicle, shooting from a moving 

vehicle and through windshield glass, as well as defensive 

vehicle use and cover. Students learn to use a vehicle to their 

maximum advantage — shooting through it, under it, and 

around it. 

Close Quarter pIstol operator 
(1 Day)   
Deadly force encounters with firearms at contact distances 

are not at all uncommon. In fact, most occur within seven 

feet and last only a few seconds. Survival is dependent upon 

having a plan of action and being prepared to immediately 

implement it when confronted with an armed assailant. This 

advanced course provides students with the techniques 

and knowledge necessary to defend themselves and react 

appropriately while offering ample training time to practice.

eAcH SpeciALty courSe has a specific tactical objective. these courses focus on 

a specialty discipline or deadly scenario and incorporate training methods designed to 

achieve nothing short of success and first place wins. Second place is not an option.  

Students will be confronted with unfamiliar and uncomfortable situations in order to 

familiarize themselves with such eventualities and learn to prevail.

reflexIve shootIng 
(2 Days)   
Taught exclusively at the SIG SAUER AcademySm  by instructors 

personally trained by legendary FBI Agent Bob Taubert, this 

course emphasizes decades of law enforcement experience 

in real world, close combat situations. Through repetition, 

students will master instinctive shooting using natural point-

of-aim and target-focused techniques without the use of 

sights. By building muscle memory, students will achieve both 

speed and precision while maintaining situational awareness.

reflexIve shootIng II 
(2 Days)   
This course builds on instinctive shooting skills and adds 

extensive close combat drills from both law enforcement 

and warfare experts. Students receive instruction on dynamic 

shooting techniques including advanced instinctive shooting, 

use of cover, shooting while moving, and firing from an 

unstable platform — all within close combat distances. Putting 

the skills gained through the ringer with force-on-force drills 

utilizing Simunition®, concludes this advanced course.

s i g s a u e r a c a d e m y. c o m

speCIalty shootIng

Prerequisite Recommended Restricted to Armed Professionals 
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exeCutIve proteCtIon operatIons 
(5 Days)   
Designed to meet the real demand for executive security  

both domestically and internationally, this comprehensive 

course covers the most vital concepts in low- to medium-risk 

protective operations. Students learn to develop plans, route 

and site surveys, run motorcade operations, perform foot 

formations and execute emergency immediate action 

procedures, all concluding in a realistic street scenario mission. 

poInt vs. preCIsIon 
(1/2 Day) 
Students will learn the required techniques used in point 

shooting as well as those necessary for precision shooting, 

understand the differences between them, and learn when to 

instinctively apply the correct methodology for each situation. 

Instructors will help students understand the advantages and 

limiting factors of each shooting style and build confidence, 

using a combination of reality-based range drills.

the “Q” Course 
(1 Day)   
Students who feel they missed their calling as a federal agent, 

SWAT officer or special operator can test their skills in this  

elite pistol qualification course. This is a great skill builder 

or tune-up. Instructors choose from a variety of challenging 

agency courses that are sure to entertain and educate. Each 

course of fire is scored and students will know where they 

stand with these elite units. 

Close Quarter long gun operator
(1 Day)   
mastering close quarter combative techniques when using 

a long gun (rifle, carbine or shotgun) is especially important 

considering that most deadly force encounters occur at 

near contact distances. Students will receive instruction on 

long gun handling in various tactical situations, including 

negotiation of corners and confined interior spaces as well  

as weapon retention. 

seleCt fIre operator  
class on demand 
(1 Day)   
The effective use of select fire / fully automatic firearms requires 

specialized training, and the SIG SAUER AcademySm has the 

experts and tools needed to bring armed professionals to 

a very high level of proficiency. Focused on the popular 

SIG516®/SIG551™/SIG552™/SIG556® weapon systems, this 

course is heavy on live fire practice training, teaching students 

to accurately fire single shots and multiple-shot bursts while 

engaging individual and multiple targets.

long range pIstol shootIng 
(1/2 Day)   
This class is designed to challenge students’ abilities outside 

their close combat comfort zone and extend the effective 

range of their handgun skills to the maximum. Instructors 

focus on developing student marksmanship skills and 

confidence with stock and duty handguns far beyond the  

20-yard range line using a variety of techniques. This course is 

extremely well suited for hunters, competitors, and defensive 

shooters who seek to achieve carbine-like performance from 

a handgun. 

shootIng on the move 
(1/2 Day)   
In this course, Academy instructors teach students how to 

develop effective skills to transition from static shooting to 

dynamic movement, incorporating stable footwork in lateral 

and linear techniques as well as mastering transitions, pivots, 

and turns. Realistic tactical shooting drills reinforce lessons 

learned and add challenges, such as engaging moving targets. 

sIg556 operator 
(1 Day) 
master the popular SIG556 rifle in this comprehensive  

step-by-step, hands-on course. Based on legendary Swiss 

design, the SIG556 combines the familiarity to which service 

members, law enforcement officers, and armed professionals 

have become accustomed, but with significant improvements. 

This class covers operation and handling on and off the range, 

as well as proper maintenance and care to ensure maximum 

reliability in field conditions.  

sIg516 operator 
(1 Day) 
The SIG516 rifle combines the best elements of Swiss 

rifle precision and reliability with the performance and 

familiarity of the AR system. The result is a short stroke, 

pushrod operated modern battle rifle. Students receive 

classroom instruction on basic field stripping, maintenance, 

accessories, and operation, followed by extensive range 

orientation drills and practical shooting exercises.   

[  c o n t i n u e d  ]

s i g s a u e r a c a d e m y. c o m

speCIalty shootIng

11
Prerequisite Recommended Restricted to Armed Professionals 
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realIty-based hand-to-hand Combat 
survIval 
(1 Day) 
This introductory course is based on proven hand-to-hand 

systems utilized by the world’s most elite special operators. 

This is not martial arts; it’s defensive tactics. Students quickly 

learn the basic skills of hand-to-hand survival to defeat 

attackers armed with firearms, knives, and improvised 

weapons, regardless of their size or training background.  

No prior training is required and results are guaranteed. 

realIty-based hand-to-hand Combat 
survIval - advanCed 
(2 Days)   
Continue hand-to-hand training with this advanced course 

which reinforces the basic lessons and techniques, plus 

adds new skills for effective unarmed self-defense.  A heavy 

emphasis is placed on dealing with armed assailants. Both 

mentally and physically challenging, this course arms students 

with the knowledge and ability to continue developing their 

skill levels. The well-educated tactician creates both time and 

distance to greatly improve his or her chances of survival. 

self-defense for women 
(1/2 Day)
Unfortunately, women are too often victimized and attacked 

by predatory assailants. This four-hour course focuses on 

specific techniques to keep women safe and to effectively 

respond to an assault. Instructors discuss threat avoidance 

and situational awareness techniques, and train students  

on the use of firearms, chemical agents such as mace or 

pepper spray, and other defensive tools. Remaining alert and 

being prepared are the keys to survival. 

prInCIples of home defense 
(1/2 Day) 
Personal protection inside the home poses specific  

challenges in tactics, the safety of family members, and 

firearms selection, as well as threat deterrence. This course 

helps homeowners understand essential techniques of 

securing their property against attack. Students are taught 

the use of handguns and long guns and their respective 

advantages and disadvantages, individual and team 

movement in close quarters, coordination with other family 

members, and low light/no light scenarios. Students will 

understand how to conduct their own threat assessment of 

their property and how to best secure and defend it. 

 

fIrst aId for range offICers 
(1 Day) 
On the range, medical emergencies are not limited to  

gunshot trauma, but also include far more common ailments 

such as dealing with flying debris, eye injuries, lacerations, 

and hot and cold weather injuries. Students learn to recognize 

the symptoms and signs of each scenario and train on basic 

first aid techniques for bleeding and shock until further help 

is available. 

sCenarIo–based traInIng wIth 
sImunItIon® 
(1 Day) 
Reality-based training is the focus of this comprehensive 

course using actual firearms and non-lethal, marking training 

ammunition. Students are guided through force-on-force, 

two-man team, and tactical unit exercises incorporating the 

latest in law enforcement doctrine. Students learn to safely 

incorporate these techniques into their agency’s training 

regimen and tailor them to meet their specific needs. 

tHreAt AvoiDANce, contingency planning, unarmed combative techniques, the 

use of less lethal deterrents, and emergency first aid are all covered in these detailed 

courses geared towards professionals, homeowners, or those interested in self-defense, 

in situations where a firearm may not be accessible. close proximity violent attacks 

frequently come when least expected. training, planning, and preparation are a must for 

surviving deadly force encounters.

s i g s a u e r a c a d e m y. c o m

speCIalty traInIng

Prerequisite Recommended
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IntroduCtIon to Idpa 
(2 Days)   
International Defensive Pistol Association (IDPA) competition 

is America’s fastest growing practical pistol discipline and for 

good reason. This course is designed for new or experienced 

shooters who want to improve or get started in this 

challenging way to improve gun handling skills. This course 

covers IDPA scenarios that require the practical application of 

defensive skills including drawing from concealment, shooting 

on the move, flashlight techniques, engaging reactive targets, 

weak hand and strong hand shooting, tactical reloads, and 

use of cover. 

Idpa ClassIfIer 
(1/2 Day)   
Get started the right way in IDPA competition by achieving 

official classification. In this class, students shoot the complete 

course of fire, get classified, and learn more about IDPA. Once 

classified, students can be matched with other competitors at 

his or her skill level in local and national matches. 

skIll drIlls for the CompetItIve shooter 
(1 Day or 1/2 Day)     
Hone specific skills needed for competitive practical shooting 

through a series of drills designed to give you an edge. Using a 

mix of reactive and static targets, these drills include precision 

shooting, near-to-far transitions, engaging multiple targets, 

shooting while moving, and a lot more. Shoot smooth and fast 

using the SIG (Simple Is Good) principle of shot delivery. 

 

speed shootIng 
(1 Day)   
Students explore a variety of techniques and concepts to 

expand their portfolio of skills and improve levels of shooting 

through a combination of academic and practical exercises in 

this course. Intermediate and advanced shooters are challenged 

in ways that allow them to shoot to their full potential. This 

course focuses on breaking the “comfort zone” relative to 

overall speed of presentation, shot delivery, target transition, 

and reload, all while maintaining essential accuracy.

14

armorer/operator CertIfICatIon –  
sIg sauer 1911 
(1 Day) 

armorer/operator CertIfICatIon – 
sIg sauer p250® 
(1 Day) 

armorer CertIfICatIon –  
sIg sauer ClassIC pIstols 
(2 Days) 

armorer CertIfICatIon –  
sIg sauer p232®/p230  
class on demand 
(1 Day) 

armorer CertIfICatIon –  
sIg pro® pIstol  
class on demand 
(1 Day) 

armorer CertIfICatIon –  
sIg556® rIfle 
(1 Day) 

armorer CertIfICatIon –  
sIg556 rIfle/seleCt fIre le 
(2 Days)   

armorer CertIfICatIon –  
sIgm400®/m16/m4/ar-15 rIfle 
(1 Day)  

s i g s a u e r a c a d e m y. c o m

armorer

proper AND routiNe weapon maintenance and inspection are essential to ensure 

maximum reliability. Factory armorer courses at SiG SAuer AcademySm certify agency 

armorers or individuals to maintain, inspect, service, and repair selected SiG SAuer® 

firearms while preserving the factory warranty. upon successful completion, armorers  

will fully understand each firearm and be factory-certified for a period of three years.

competitive SHootiNG offers an excellent method of honing essential motor skills 

and can add greatly to any training program as well as challenge and entertain the shooter. 

the SiG SAuer Academy instructors are master-classified competitive shooters, specially 

selected not only for their outstanding shooting skills, but also their ability to transfer 

these skills to others. courses are geared towards action shooting competition with 

practical applications in tactical environments. 

CompetItIve shootIng

Prerequisite Recommended Restricted to Armed Professionals 
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shotgun InstruCtor 
(3 Days)   
Designed to develop the teaching skills of new and current 

firearms instructors, this course is specific to the law 

enforcement shotgun (pump or semi-automatic). Areas of 

instruction include: different shotgun action types, handling, 

function and operation, operational tactics and techniques, 

ammunition selection, and emergency transition to a sidearm. 

Successful completion of this course results in a three-year 

certification in the use and instruction of the combat shotgun. 

semI-automatIC pIstol InstruCtor 
(5 Days)   
In this course, student instructors learn effective teaching 

methods in the practical application and use of pistols in a law 

enforcement environment. Specific subjects covered include 

teaching marksmanship fundamentals, correcting the problem 

shooter, coaching and techniques, practical application 

drills, and developing courses of fire. Practical exercises are 

combined with survival learning theory and stimulus/response 

training principles. This training foundation will allow further 

development of an in-service, job-specific agency curriculum.

patrol rIfle InstruCtor 
(5 Days)   
Become a more effective instructor and enhance individual 

rifle skills and proficiency in this comprehensive course.  

Areas of concentration include tactical marksmanship 

development, analysis and coaching of shooters, as well as 

close quarter combat techniques. Students who successfully 

complete the course will receive certification valid for three 

years in the use and instruction of both rifle and pistol caliber 

shoulder weapons. 

the sIg master InstruCtor serIes
The SIG (Simple Is Good) principle of small arms training is 

world renowned for its remarkable success, lack of convention, 

and utter simplicity. The master Instructor Certification is 

designed for the agency primary firearms instructor, teaching 

administrator, or senior instructor committed to maximizing the 

effectiveness of his or her program and instructors. Blending 

over 30 years of high-level competitive, law enforcement, and 

military special programs training into a concise philosophical 

and practical application for today’s armed professional, these 

courses allow instructors to analyze their current curriculum 

and practices for overall performance enhancement. Students 

who successfully complete a master course will receive 

an instructor certification, valid for three years. The master 

instructor series is offered in a comprehensive five-day course, 

or as a separate discipline to meet individual needs:

master fIrearms InstruCtor
(5 Days)  

master pIstol InstruCtor
(2 Days)  

master rIfle InstruCtor
(2 Days)  

master shotgun InstruCtor
(1 Day)  

aCtIve shooter response InstruCtor 
(3 Days)   
In this course, student instructors develop an active shooter 

response plan for their department’s first responders, 

including special preparation for high-threat, immediate 

reaction environments. Emphasis is placed on building 

communications, on-scene intelligence processing, team 

tactics, and scenario simulation. 

tHe SiG SAuer AcADemy Sm takes special care in preparing knowledgeable men and 

women to become effective firearms instructors for students of all levels. it takes more 

than subject mastery to be a good instructor. We focus on teaching proven techniques 

that successfully transfer essential skills and knowledge from instructor to student in less 

time. instructor candidates practice teaching techniques acquired with each other and  

are rigorously evaluated for classroom and range skills mastery.  

s i g s a u e r a c a d e m y. c o m

InstruCtor development

ballIstIC shIeld InstruCtor 
(2 Days)   
This course teaches student instructors how to train 

patrol officers and law enforcement teams on the tactical 

deployment of the ballistic shield in order to deal with 

barricaded subjects and other high threat situations. Student 

instructors will master basic handling techniques for individual 

officers as well as advanced multi-operator employment. 

ConCealed Carry for InstruCtors  
class on demand 
(3 Days)   
In this course, student instructors learn methods for teaching 

the practical application of the concealed carry pistol in a law 

enforcement environment, including use of force and weapon 

retention. Classroom instruction is combined with practical, 

real world exercises and simulations. This course can also be 

easily tailored to meet in-service, job-specific training curricula 

for law enforcement agencies. 

Prerequisite Recommended Restricted to Armed Professionals 
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polICe marksman level I (snIper) 
(5 Days)   
Designed for the law enforcement sniper or designated 

marksman, this course focuses on developing proficiency 

in tactical scoped rifle marksmanship, field craft, and 

observation/reporting skills. Since the vast majority of law 

enforcement sniper engagements take place within 100 yards, 

this course emphasizes extreme close range precision. Unlike 

other courses that require meeting an arbitrary marksmanship 

standard, attendees will instead be individually evaluated 

through an end of course live fire test to determine their 

optimum engagement range. 

polICe marksman II (snIper) 
(5 Days)   
This advanced police sniper course builds on the core 

knowledge previously established and expands the 

curriculum by adding field craft skills. Students will master, 

covertly and quietly, stalking into position, improving 

observational techniques, and engaging further targets more 

precisely and under time constraints. This course pushes the 

envelope of the law enforcement sniper engagement range 

by training students to a high-level of precision out to  

various distances. 

 

[  c o n t i n u e d  ]

s i g s a u e r a c a d e m y. c o m

sCoped rIfle

preCIsIon sCoped rIfle 
(3 Days) 
This course is designed for the responsible citizen as well as 

the armed professional who wants to learn the proper use 

and handling of the precision scoped rifle and associated 

equipment. Instruction begins in the classroom with an 

understanding of equipment selection and setup, followed 

by ammunition selection and internal, external and terminal 

ballistics review. Range instruction focuses on fundamental 

marksmanship skills including alternative shooting positions, 

zeroing a rifle, and grouping and scope tracking. Live 

fire exercises and function drills are designed to test the 

soundness of the rifle/optic combo in field conditions, and 

students will practice engaging paper and steel targets  

out to 500 yards using a mix of improvised positions. The 

course concludes with a preventative maintenance and 

equipment care session.

advanCed preCIsIon sCoped rIfle 
(2 Days)   
This high-level course is designed to take the students’ 

mastery of the precision rifle to the next level. Expert 

instructors guide students on advanced optics, ammunition, 

and equipment considerations, as well as live fire range skill 

tests, including chronographing specific ammunition types 

and developing a ballistics chart set to varying distances. 

Students will successfully engage targets from 100 to 1,000 

yards while learning to overcome environmental, human,  

and equipment factors. 

reaCh for a thousand 
(1 Day)   
Hit targets out to 1,000 yards at the new SIG SAUER Academy 

long distance range. This one-day course offers shooters the 

opportunity to test their skills at extreme ranges not normally 

found at most other shooting facilities. Following a review 

of basic marksmanship skills, Academy instructors guide 

students through the challenges of successfully engaging 

steel and paper targets at 100, 300, 500, 800 and 1,000 yards. 

preciSioN ScopeD riFLe shooting requires specialized skill sets. the SiG SAuer 

AcademySm instructors bring decades of law enforcement and military sniper marksmanship 

experience to these high-level classes geared toward development of students’ full potential. 

each course provides a foundational understanding of equipment and tactics necessary for 

extreme precision shooting.
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prIvate and mobIle traInIng pro shop
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Be sure to check out the SIG SAUER Academy Pro Shop when 

visiting Epping, NH. Discounted firearms and accessories 

are available to any qualified buyer who visits the Pro 

Shop.  Academy students enjoy even greater savings with 

an outstanding 20% off all SIG SAUER branded firearms, 

accessories, and additional classes purchased within 20 days 

of completing a course. Our expert and friendly staff is  

always on hand to answer any questions. Customers are 

guaranteed to walk out with a well accessorized firearm and 

everything else needed to continue training.

pro shop hours: 
mon-sat 7:30am - 6:00pm 
sun 10:00am - 6:00pm
(603) 418-8100  | phone 

prIvate traInIng
Discriminating clients frequently need or desire private 

instruction, ranging from foundational shooting tutorials 

to advanced dynamic tactics in a one-on-one learning 

environment. Private classes for corporate and executive 

clients, as well as government agencies and private groups  

or individuals are available either as a standard course 

listed on our website or as a custom class designed to the 

customer’s specific needs.

mobIle traInIng teams
military, law enforcement, corporate, and recreational clients 

around the globe have come to rely on SIG SAUER Academy 

expert instructors, comprehensive high-quality firearms, and 

training courses. As demand continues to grow, we have 

expanded our commitment to meeting the highest standards 

and servicing our clients’ needs anywhere in the world with 

onsite training. Any Academy course can be conducted 

remotely or customized to meet individual or group needs. 

mobIle traInIng host reQuIrements
In order to maintain the highest training standards, specific 

criteria must be met to adequately provide remote training. 

Our instructors will work with your local training facility to 

ensure that the range and classroom environment are most 

conducive to the selected training course.

tHe SiG SAuer AcADemy Sm is dedicated to providing the highest level of training  

available, tailored to fit individual and agency or department needs. in addition to the 600+ 

classes routinely scheduled worldwide each year, we also provide customized private classes 

at our Academy or we can take our expert training to a private location upon request.

LocAteD at the SiG SAuer Academy ,Sm  the pro Shop carries the complete line of high-quality 

SiG SAuer® pistols, rifles, and accessories, including Blaser® rifles. the pro Shop also carries 

a full line of top industry products, with new products added regularly. 


